
Project Snow-maiden 
The Garments of 13 century Kievan Rus Nobility 

 
 The Outfit of Ded Moroz (Father Frost) and Snegurochka (his granddaughter, the snow maiden), made in 
the style of the historical clothing that would have been worn by the Knyaz and Knyazhna of Kievan Rus. 
In this project, you will see a merging of history, and a moderately contemporary icon (our version of Santa 
Claus) brought together. 
 
     The project began as a longstanding request from a local Russian Orthodox Church, that asked if I could 
prepare a costume of Ded Moroz and Snegurochka for New Years celebration.  All the nations of the former 
Soviet Union, from Siberia to Kazakhstan, celebrate New Years as we celebrate Christmas in the U.S. It is 
one of the most sacred celebrations of peace and unity and Ded Moroz and Snegurochka are the most 
beloved representations of this celebration, their origin dating far back into pre-Christian times.  
 
I have seen many costumes through the years but they have always been modern interpretations of what a 
traditional Early Rus garment would have looked like. And since joining the SCA I often wonder what things 
truly looked liked and were made like far back in history, how our predecessors lived and what that it felt. So 
I decided to make the costume as historically accurate as possible under the circumstances (given that it 
needs to be primarily practical and affordable to make), so that it is not just a costume, but a window into our 
cultural past that I could share with my favorite group of fellow history buffs. 
 
     However, in the midst of the sudden war and its horrors, I had stopped working on the project.  A large 
part of my family is/was from Mariupol’, Dnepropetrovsk, and several old forgotten-by-time villages far in the 
outskirts of Novgorod. 
 
      The unspeakable horror of my formerly united homeland attacking itself like one’s father killing one’s 
mother, was too much to bear.  So I abandoned my project half done while I worked with refugees and 
desperately waited to hear from my family. I didn’t want to take it up again because the association it carried 
was too dark and what it stood for felt like the most painful irony.  
 
     However, while the men and women of my countries are engulfed by the horrors of a crazed despot, the 
children long for peace.  And the local Russian Orthodox Church, a long time refuge for all Russians and 
Ukranians alike, has reached out and reminded me not to forget about them, and make sure that even while 
we, adults are being robed of innocence and hope while desperately doing everything we can to help, our 
children still stand a chance for the peace they so desperately long for and deserve. So any amount of 
positivity and hope of better days is needed, especially in the darkest of times. 
    And so I resumed the project. It still has a bit to go to be finished, but whatever I have I would like to 
share with you, for it was made with much love and hope for a better future. 
 
     As always, I warmly welcome all constructive criticism and am deeply grateful for any and all corrections 
and advice you have on this project, the more I get, the easier and faster my learning process will go and the 
better I will become, so please share your wisdom and be my kind companion on walking this path of 
learning and growth that forms the true heart of the SCA. 
 
 

*  *  * 



*  *  * 
 
 
 The project consists of two outfits; for a Knyaz and a Knyazhna and the accessories that 
accompany them. 
 
These are historical Slavic titles, used both as a royal and noble title in different times of 
history and different ancient Slavic lands.  
*Knyazhna is not to be confused with Knyaginya, the latter being the title of the wife of the 
Knyaz, while Knyazhna would be his daughter. Since Snegurochka is the granddaughter (or 
daughter, depending on folklore variations) of Ded Moroz, her outfit would be more properly 
represented by that of a Knyazhna.  
 
 
The outfits of the women in the noble and royal families were very similar, the difference 
mainly consisting of the richness of fabric used, jewelry, and of course headwear. In our case, 
the main difference is the headwear as well. I will elaborate more on this later, but briefly, the 
difference between a married woman and a maiden is that the maidens hair is uncovered and 
braided into a single or double braid, while a married woman would follow very strict rules on 
completely hiding and often cutting her hair after marriage. 
 
 

                   
 



 
 
I primarily decided to focus on XIII century, Kievan Rus, because it falls in the same time as my 
chosen SCA persona, which is an era that I personally find rather fascinating. 
 

It was an era of discovery of new cultures, sea 
exploration and great cultural integration. 
International trade was booming in those 
times, with breathtaking silks being traded for 
furs, spices for river pearls and gemstones, 
and the garments of Kievan noblemen and 
women bore great similarities to those of The 
Byzantine Empire in style, cut and decoration, 
bringing much grace, beauty and artistry to 
everyday life. 
 
I will describe the project starting with the 
accessories, leading into the larger part of the 
project that are the garments, and finishing 
with a bibliography of my sources. 

 
The “Barma” 

 

 
 
 
 One of the beautiful decorative items appropriated from 
Byzantine garments, was the ornate collar worn on special 
occasions, called the Ozherl’ye, Oplech’e or Barma. The 
term Barma was mostly applied to the collars with  
ornamental medallions made of precious metals and inlaid 
with enamel. In the earlier centuries, those medallions took 
form of an elaborate necklace (1), and later they were 
applied to a fabric collar, like the ones owned by Aleksey 
Mixailovich(2) and Ivan Grozniy (Ivan the Terrible) (3). 
                                                                              (1)Barma Necklace, from XII century, found in Old Ryazan’. 



 

                      
    (2) Barma of Aleksey Mijailovich                      (3) Ivan the Terrible wearing Oplech’e or Barma. 
 
 
 
The material I used to create a Barma is a heavy weight cotton linen blend and heavy linen as an 
insert. The mixed fabric was chosen because it was the most affordable option at the time. Faux fur 
and metallic trim were used to decorate the edges. I based my pattern on the Barmas displayed in the 
Hermitazh Museum and found buttons that visually resembled the ones described in ch4 of 
Rabinovich’s 1986 Book on Early Garments of the Peoples of Eastern Europe. 
 

                 
 
 
I improvised a stand with an extra large hoop to function in a way similar to those used by Russian 
gold-weavers (embroiderers who worked with silver and gold threads, glass beads and pearls) because 
in order to couch the cord properly, an even tension was required throughout the entire barma, and 
the beadwork did not allow for the garment to be folded or placed into a smaller hoop. It was much 
easier to work with the hoop than without it, although the hoop kept falling down and I much wished 
I had something that worked better.  
For embellishment, I used the technique that was traditionally employed to add pearls unto a barma. 
The technique is called “Sazhenie po Beli” (planting on white) and it  involves couching two strands 
of twisted gold or thread together and using that as the base to hold the smaller pearls in order to 
make them more visible and take the most advantage of their shine. 
 



 

 
 
In some places I couched the cord a bit further apart to “nest” the larger pearls inside. This was the 
technique used to display larger pearls. I then added pearls over the couching and finished by adding 
medallions to the collar. (Vishnevskaya “Rus Pearl Embroidery, 2007) 
 
              

 
 
 

Medall ions 
 
I don’t know how to work with enamel yet, and I definitely look forward to learning. But in the 
meantime, I attempted to approximate the look of an enamel medallion using what materials I had at 
hand. I painted the images on white background like the medallions on the barma above belonging to 
Alexey Mijailovich, then covered them with resin. Then used metallic paint over that to create a 
“raised metal” look that divides the enamel.  
 

                 
                                                                                            Pendant with Mother and Child, about 1160-1170               

AD, Mosan. Cleveland Museum of Art. 



 
A little about the medallions themselves, and who is depicted on them: 

 
There is an old Slavic folktale about the 12 
Months of the year. It tells about a little girl 
who was hardworking and kind to nature. So 
when her stepmother decided to get rid of 
her by chasing her out during New Years 
Eve into the frozen woods, demanding to 
bring back flowers or not come back at all, it 
seemed like all was lost. Luckily as she 
wondered ever deeper into the forest, the 
little girl spotted a fire, around which, all the 
months of the year sat in meeting, awaiting 
the start of the New Year. Upon  
Ilustration of the folktale “Twelve Months”            

 
seeing the girl they all recognized her for the hard labors she did during each of their monthly reigns. 
So they all agreed to step back and allow the month of March take over and fill the frozen field with 
flowers for her to gather. 
This tale is one of the most iconic New Year tales we have and one that the Snow maiden often tells 
children during the celebration. So instead of using the saints that would generally be depicted on the 
barma medallions, I used the images of the 12 Months.  Fortunately for me, one of the extant 
examples of a barma, had exactly twelve spaces for medallions, so it worked out ! 
 

 
 
 



Poruchi  
 

                
 

The next item I made were the cuffs.  Called “Poruchi” (or later “Opyast’ya or “Zarukavie”), they 
appear widely on images of saints, angels, nobility and royalty. Practically, Poruchi were meant to hold 
back the extra long sleeves (more on that later). However, they also were spiritually protective items. 
It was culturally believed that vulnerable parts of a person, like their neck and their wrists should 
always be covered, to keep one safe from evil eye. Of course, that also had a medical reason behind 
it, as many superstitions tend to do. The neck and wrists are were the blood vessels are closest to the 
surface and thus most prone to feel the cold, especially in a windy cold climate of Kievan winters, so it 
makes sense to keep them covered and warm. 
 
Poruchi were beautiful and elaborate, decorated with a great amount of buttons and seed pearls, gold 
and silver thread couching, precious stones and embroidery. Just like the barma, the material used for 
poruchi was almost always a heavy linen folded several times. Such precious and personal items were 
embroidered by the best workers among the nobility, often those close to the Knyaginya. In fact, the 
Knyaginya would have also been a highly accomplished herself, often displaying her elaborate work 
on her person or as a gift to those closest to her. 
 

 
 
The poruchi I made, are made of the same material as the barma, a heavy weight linen and cotton 
mix. To add sturdiness, the inside is lined with two folds of heavy linen. The decoration is made of 
metallic trim, fold and white thread as the basis for the faux pearls, silver trim, and golden buttons.  
A lot of silver and gold thread was used in the decoration of poruchi and other accessories. In fact, it 
was so popular that embroiderers were often called “gold weavers”. I modeled the shape and design 
of poruchi after the many examples currently displayed in the Hermitage Museum.  
 



 
Kosnik 

 
     The next decorative item is called “Kosnik” or “Nakosnik”.  
  Kosnik was a decorative item that was attached to the end of the 
braid and often worn in combination with a Koruna (headwear). 
The braid was considered an essential symbol of womanly virtue. 
Unmarried women were expected to wear their hair in one braid, 
the top decorated with a ribbon or a more elaborate headwear that 
left the top of their head uncovered. 
  There were many different forms of kosnik; it could be round, 
triangular, in form of a bow or even in shape of a half moon. It was 
decorated with metal ornaments, pearls and silver and gold thread 
and fringe. In the later centuries, lace became the preferred 
method of decorating a Kosnik. 
 
The pattern was inspired by the detail of the neckline from the 
Burial at the Sofiev Sobor in Novgorod. Fragment below.  
 

                                         
                                     
 
The kosnik I made is made of silk, lined with two layers of heavy weight linen and trimmed on the 
sides by a couched cord of gold and white thread that also forms the loop which is supposed to be 
attached to the ribbon braided into the braid. The kosnik is embellished with faux pearls and golden 
metallic beads. On the bottom it has a fringe to resemble the images below. 
 

 



Koruna 
 

 
 
 

An elaborate and decorative headwear accessory worn by unmarried ladies was called Koruna. For daily 
wear, a simpler version of it called Venets, was worn instead of the koruna. Venets mostly consisted of a 
linen strip decorated with embroidery, metal ornaments or a colorful strip of silk. 
Koruna on the other hand, was heavily and elaborately decorated with metal thread, pearls, glass beads, 

metal ornaments, and was tied up in the back under the braid with a silk ribbon. 
A later century koruna, is currently displayed in the Museum of Boston. (5)  

 
  
Boston Museum of Arts 
	  
	  
A koruna was often the most expensive possession a young woman had. It passed down through 

generations and was worn for the last time by a maiden on the day of her wedding. 
Overtime the koruna slowly became larger and ever more elaborate until it formed into what the world now 

knows as Kokoshnik. 



Once wed, women would wear a very different form of headwear that would hide all their hair.  There were 
many varieties of it, richly embroidered and decorated with symbols and pearls, and it was considered a 
great prestige to wear one. These headwear pieces were very expensive and time consuming to make and so 
they were passed down through generations and kept in the family. 
	  

	  
Top row – maiden headwear: Platok. Povyazka. Obruch. Koruna. 
Bottom row- headwear worn after marriage: Povoynik. Kichka rogataya (horned bun). 
Kichka kopito-obraznaya (hoof-shaped bun). Kichka lopato-obraznaya (shovel-shaped bun). 
 

Since Snegurochka is a young maiden, it will be appropriate for her to wear a koruna. She will also have a 
blue silk ribbon woven into her braid, and a kosnik at the end of it. I must add that people back then were 
just as human as we are now, so far not everyone could boast of great, voluptuous hair. However, since the 
braid was such an important part of womanhood, so much so that mothers-in-law would often be against 
their sons marring girls with thin braids because it was considered a poor sign of health. During 
“smotrini”*(explanation below), and other public occasions and celebration, young women would often 
enhance their braids with horse hair, combed wool, wide ribbons with pearls which were intended to fatten 
up the braid. Upon experimentation the pearl covered ribbon proved to be a terrible idea. I tried it and 
spent hours untangling my hair that got tangled in all the pearls afterwards. it was a big, painful mess. 1/10.  

 
 
*Smotrini comes from the word “smotret” which means 
“to look”. And it’s a very awkward, and rather 
misogynistic practice, during which the groom and his 
mother come to evaluate the prospective bride before 
deciding on whether to make a proposal or not. The 
practice lingered a lot longer than it should have.   
 
My great grandmother had to go through that because 
her groom insisted on it and her father forced her into it. 
Don’t worry, she still ended up eloping with the man she 
truly loved soon after!  
 
 



 
For my project, the Koruna was made of the same fabric the Poruchi and Barma. A blend of heavy 

weight cotton and linen. Lined on the inside with 4 layers of heavy weight linen fabric for sturdiness. 
Decorated with stone beads, faux pearls, glass beads and metallic trim. Silk ribbon was added to the ends of 
it and seed pearls were used to create the “fringe” in front.  

The fringe was common on headdresses. They were made of wool, ribbons and pear strings, 
depending on the wealth and social standing of the wearer. The burial findings in the Vyatichi Burial 
Mounds from the XII-XIII, showed headdresses with different fringed ribbons hanging of the sides of 
the headwear that would have fallen at the temples, framing the face (Artsijovskiy A.V. Vyatichi Burial 
Mounds , 1930) 
	  
This is an attempt to recreate the fringe that would have adorned the headdresses of a Knyazhna, using 
contemporary materials. 
 

 

 
 

Kolpak s Otvorotami 
 
 

The last accessory was the “Kolpak s Otvorotami” (cap with lapels). 
 
Kolpak was one of the most common forms of headwear for men. The cap itself was made in different 

ways depending on the weather and wealth of the wearer.  It could be made of stiff felted wool, lined with 
fur, or made of lighter fabrics like hem, linen and silk, or even just knitted. They could either be stiff and 
hold their shape, or soft and flexible, falling over to one side or towards the	  back.	  
	  
	  

	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
	  
	  



The lapels also sported a large variety of decoration and materials. They were usually made of stiffer 
material, even paper. (I heard from my family that birch bark was often used in Kolpak lapels and in making 
the Koruna, but I can not document a source for that, other than village elders words.) the lapels were richly 
decorated with fur, silk, pearls, and metallic embroidery. The edges were often accentuated with cord. They 
also served as the perfect display for brooches, feathers and other decorative tokens. 

 
In fact, there is a curious mention in the will of Knyaginya of Volod, of her son Ivan, who has borrowed 

many of her jewels, including earrings from his sisters dowry that he used to decorate the lapels of his cap 
with, and has never returned them since. (Pobedova O.I. Miniatures of Rus Historical Manuscripts) 
 
For my project, the kolpak is made of linen and lined with linen as well. Using fur on the lapel would have 

been a better fit for the occasion, but since Joubert is not a big fan of heat in general, and he would have to 
wear it for quite a bit, I opted for lighter fabrics all around and thus made the lapel with silk, and lined with 
linen. I decorated the lapel with a golden cord around its edges, as described in the sources (Male Headwear 
of the second half of the XIII-XVII century and It’s Embelishment). The decoration of the lapel is made 
with (faux) pearls. Faux, because of expense and practicality – the item needs to withstand a good cleaning.  

 

 
 
The kolpak is yet unfinished for now. I was in a hurry to make it presentable by New Years, so I added 
the pearls without a couched base. I plan to either take the lapel embellishment apart and re-do it with an 
entirely different design, or add the couching on the sides of the pearls.  
 
A little about pearls in Kievan Rus. I’m not the biggest fan of pearls myself, but the Kievan Rus certainly 
were! It came to me as a surprise in my research that the multitude of river pearls richly decorating 
accessories and outfits were not brought from abroad, but were harvested locally, and in great quantities, 
coming mainly from the rivers of Barzuka and Dvin as well as from smaller rives of Great Novgorod.  The 
accounts of foreigners, describe that pearls were not only the favored accessory of the nobility but even the 
poorest villagers displayed many decorations made of pearls.  The pearls were harvested from the rives 
and pierced while still soft. They were then polished and stringed or sewn unto garments. Seed pearls were 
also used as protection symbols and symbols of purity. (more on this further, when discussing the making 
of the Rubaha) 



Kaftan 
 

The Kaftan is a male tunic and one of the most commonly recognized garments for it’s very unique shape. 
In my research, I came to discover that the iconic look of the Rus kaftan (the exaggerated posture of 
shoulders back, chest forward, that we call “Grud’ Kolesom” “wheeled chest”) was not a pose the wearers 
took. The shape was indeed dictated by the pattern of how the garment is sewn and fitted. It is much 
narrower in the back and wider in front, as well as has long under arm gussets that wrap around the sides 
and extend into the front of the chest, basically “pulling” the garment in at the waist. The wide sleeves create 
the look of great, strong arms. All in all, it is indeed a most flattering design. 
I must say, I had quite a bit of trouble visualizing the way the pattern would fit and recruited my mothers 

help, who is a philologist and was able to translate the description of it from old Russian language. Then  she 
proceeded to make a tiny paper pattern and made a tiny kaftan, based on that pattern. She apparently did it 
right because it was amazing to see that the garment held the right shape even without anyone wearing it!  
 
I had to play around with adjustments to get the right fit and had to slightly deviate from the original design, 

and still it overall held the correct shape and made me very happy. 
 

 
 
 

A kaftan could either have a raised collar or an open one. Sometimes the raised collars could stand as high 
as to reach over the ears. The collar I decided to make for Lord Joubert was a lower one, again for 
practicality purposes.  
 
 
According to archeological finds, the most common joining seam was the “fold over” seam. I used this 

seam on all the garments, however I did not hand sew the edges. This project was not meant to show off 
hand stitching prowess, but required sturdiness, and so while it is machine sewn, it retains the correct stile. 
 

 



Descriptions of the kaftan have shown that a kaftan of nobility was often decorated by a wide strip of 
commonly embellished or printed silk, going down the length of the bodice and around the bottom hem 
of the kaftan. The shoulders were often framed in the same fabric forming an oval neckline that 
resembled a barma but were part of the garment.  

 

                                
Fragment of a miniature from  the                                    Illustration from A. Polyakov 2011 History of Early Rus Civilization 
Simono-hludovskoy Psalter, Novgorod, XIIIc.     
 
The Kaftan is not yet finished.  It is missing  the bottom hem as well as the rest of the embelishments on 
the collar. So far it has gold thread couching surrounding the design on the decorative panel, pearls and 
stone beads. 
 

            

 
 
A little about the cuffs. This particular type of cuff is called “Zarukavie”. It is called so because it folds over 

the sleeve. I did not realize that at first, so instead of making the cuff separate, I sew it to the shirt. So while it 
looks right when it is closed, the correct way to actually make the cuff longer than the sleeve and fold it 
upwards. 

 



                                        
Shuba  

 
 
Today, Shuba is a modern word for a fur coat, mostly in reference to a female garment.  It is one of the 

oldest words we have that have retained it’s meaning throughout the ages. Back then, Shuba was also the 
name of a cold season outer garment, albeit male, designed to have a wide, bell like shape. Its length was 
generally longer for older men, but could reach as high as the knee for younger men, soldiers and the 
working men. The sleeves of the Shuba also varied in style and length, though most were elongated, 
reaching from slightly passed the knee, to all the way down to the ankles. 
 

                                  
 

 
The Shuba had different types of frontal closures. Some were a 
single rope or a clasp, others had a series of buttons and loops on 
horizontal stripe decoration, and others had no closure at all, 
which meant that they were meant to just be thrown on, as their 
name, Shuba Nakidnaya (throw-on coat), suggested. These were 
usually more decorative garments, meant to flaunt wealth rather 
than stay warm.  
 
 

 
 
 
I decided to go with this particular design; long sleeves opened at the shoulder seam and decorative strips 

only without closures, because the shuba I am making is a garment meant to show off status while adding the 
least amount of warmth possible since it will be worn indoors.  
 



 
 
The Shuba is trimmed with faux fur, metal trim and faux pearls. The decorative silk strips are lined with the 

same cord as the Kolpak as well as tassels, as I found them more often mentioned than not, in the 
descriptions of the Shuba. 
Lining the sleeves was unexpectedly difficult because being so long, they kept twisting on me and I had to 

reap them apart several times before getting them even. Adding the fur trim on the opening while 
maintaining the lining even was the hardest part of the project.  
I believe I miscalculated the size of the opening in my attempt to make it accommodating and another thing 
I wish I had done differently is add a lot more length under the arms, because the cut of the Shuba is such 
that it has to hand down in folds from the shoulders in the back. Learning how to adjust a pattern to a 
person’s individual body shape while staying true to the pattern is one of my future goals. Fortunately, Ded 
Moroz/ Lord Joubert seems to be comfortable, so that’s good! 

 

 
 
 
 

Shuba sleeves. 
 

The elongated sleeves had a part to allow the 
arm to come out of the sleeve when necessary, 
and when it is cold, the long sleeve would be 



gathered in folds up the arm to provide extra warmth.  
 
For this purpose, the bottom of the sleeves were narrower towards the ends so that they would not slip 
while under the weight of the  
folded fabric. In some instances the sleeve was parted in the middle of the sleeve that allowed the arm to 
come out from the elbow out. In other designs, the opening began at the shoulder level, which allowed the 
sleeves to be thrown behind the shoulders or tied them in the back to keep them out of the way. 

 
 
 

 
For the more showy and less practical forms of this garment, the fabric used 

was highly decorative. All the fabric I had left was a dark blue linen, so I 
decided to print it to better represent the status of a Knyaz. For the design I 
chose Escarbuncles since they can represent Aethelmearc while doubling as 
snowflakes for Ded Moroz, and a shape inspired by the designs found on 
early Rus monuments. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Fragment of a decorated monument. Sireishikov. 
 

 
 

Rubaha 
 



          
 

“Rubaha”or “Rubaha Krasnaya” is the “home dress” sometimes calles “simple dress” or under-dress” of a 
Knyazhna. Not to be confused with “Sorochka”, which is an actual undergarment, usualy made of light, soft 
linen, the Rubaha was the dress in which a Knyazhna could comfortably lounge around in her female 
quarters, where she was not meant to be seen by male eyes. 
The Rubaha was long, passed the ankles, followed a moderately simple pattern (below), containing side 

gores and gussests. It was often made of beautiful, bright colored silks, popularly yellows, reds, turquoise. All 
the seams of the Rubaha were covered by a strand of seed pearls.  
The sleeves of the rubaha of the nobility and royals were extra long, designed so as to show off their wealth 

as well as conserve heat in the pockets of air. They were gathered in a multitude of tiny folds that provided 
extra warmth to the arms and shoulders, and were held back from unrolling by the Poruchi (cuffs). The 
sleeves of a Knyaginya could be as long as ten “lokot” (elbow). 
 

The fabric was often measured in “elbows” which 
is supposed to go from the elbow to the tips of ones 
fingers. Translated from the remnant garments still 
in existence, we can surmise that one “elbow” 
equals approximately to 42cm or 16.5inches.  
 
Other measurements include: 
 
 Arshin  - distance from elbow to tips of fingers 
Ladon’ – the width of ones palm 
Pyad’ – the maximum stretch between index and 

thumb fingers 
Maxovaya – distance between horizontally 

outstretched arms 



Kosaya – distance between toe and the tips of the opposing outstretched arm to maximum distance. 
 
 
Long sleeved rubaha was a very common garment even among the common 

folk since it provided heat insulation, and other practical uses, such as 
grabbing a hot pot with the extra fabric on the sleeve, a practice that remains 
to this day in villages.  There were different cuts of rubaha sleeves. As on the 
image to the right, some had a part at the arms length that allowed the wearer 
to use the extra bit of fabric for other tasks.  
The sleeves on the rubaha of the Knyazhna Snegurochka, measure a total of 

8 elbows, or approximately 3.6 yards. 
 
 

 
   The rubaha is made following a traditional pattern, it is made 

completely of silk (yey birthday presents!)  
 
I decided to make the rubaha out of silk partially because we know 

from records that this was the fabric of choice for nobility when it 
came to second to skin garments. And also because I worried about 
how linen would behave and feel when folded up the arms. I 
thought it was going to be too bulky.  
Fortunately, since then I have seen a very talented fellow scadian 

wear a rubaha made of linen in the same fashion, and it looked 
amazing, so if I decide to do this outfit again in a fully historical 
manner, I will follow her example and opt for linen. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
The seams I used were the historically accurate for this period, 

fold-over seems, but they are mostly machine sewn, with the 
exception of the parts of the sleeves the machine couldn’t reach, 
as well as visible parts such as the neckline and the sleeve cuffs, 
that were hand rolled. 
 
 

 
 
historically, the neckline, sleeves as well as all the seams were covered in 
seed pearls according to the research conducted by The Moskow Museum 
of Kreml.  For my project, I covered the neckline and sleeves in pearls but 
haven’t gotten to the rest of the seems just yet.  
 
Aside from being decorated such, the rubaha was always worn belted. 
Foregoing a belt was considered shameful (in fact, till this day a phrase 
“raspoyasannaya” remains in our speck which literally means “unbelted” 
and figuratively meaning “careless, disorganized, unkept” The belt was 



woven, usually of red color, because both the color red and the belt itself were symbols of health and 
protection.  
 
 

Shubka Raspashnaya 
 

 

         
 
 
 

 
The culture of the Kievan cities was rather polyethnic. It combined Slavic, Finno-Ugric, Eastern and 

Western elements and that undeniably reflected in the clothing. As the influence of Christianity spread in 
the XII c (which is evident by the burial finding, which displayed less and less pagan items), the Byzantine 
influence grew and along with it, the cut, design and overall look of the garments the Nobility wore 
resembled more and more the Byzantine outfits. 
 
Aside from the barma, which was the most obvious nod to Byzantine fashion, one of the items that 

reflected great similarity to Eastern clothing was a female outer garment called Shubka. 
 
Because none of the actual items survived, all the reliable 

sources we have to understand this garment are documents 
listing purchased items, dowry, descriptions of visiting 
foreigners, and an occasional personal letter. From what we 
can surmise, there were many varieties of said garment, and 
it often bore different names interchangeably, such as 
Feryaz’, Sukman, Sayan, Telogreya and Letnik.  
Some aspects of the garment were better recorded than 

others. Feryaz’ or Telogreya (body warmer) most 
commonly reffered to a sleeveless outer garment. Letnik for 



example, had wide bell sleeves similar to those of a European Bliaut, while Shubka had narrow, elongated 
sleeves, with armholes cut either at elbow height or at the shoulder seam, similar to it’s male counterpart 
Shuba.  
 
 

             
 

 
Shubka could either be Nakladnaya or Raspashnaya. Shubka Nakladnaya 

was put on over the head overhead because it lacked openings in the front or 
back, while Shubka Raspashnaya was a garment that was fastened in the front 
with either clasps or buttons. 
Buttons were either metal or less commonly, fabric. I opted for large metal 

beads that most closely resembled the buttons of the time. 
 
 

 
For my project, I went with the style of Shubka Raspashnaya, that would close in the front with a row of 

buttons.  
I used a brocade fabric for the outer layer of the shubka, and linen lining on the inside. Faux fur trimmed 

the front of the shubka, the sleeves and the armhole openings.  I faced similar challenges with lining the 
elongated floor length and very narrow sleeves, and this time opted to hand sew the lining to the brocade 
because the brocade fabric was too delicate for a machine.  
 
I used metallic trim and braiding as accents and created couched cord loops similar to the ones in images 

recorded by Rabinovskiy, to hold the buttons in place. 
 

  

 



 
 
Overall, the project was an exhausting turmoil of an experience, but it was also a lot of fun, a great deal of 

discovery and an adventure into getting to know the roots of my ancestors and getting that magical feeling of 
reaching out through time that all of us fellow history geeks, secretly pursue and just can’t get enough of. 
 
I look forward to hearing your advice, and digging through the books and polishing my sources further, as 

well as organizing this research a little better over time.  
Thank you for your interest in my culture, it was a great pleasure to be able to share my interest with you! 
 
 

Ded Moroz shares his greetings! 
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